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Options for Mitigating Climate Change 

By John Benson, May 2020 

1. Introduction 
Several remarkable events have occurred in the last few months. I’m sure everyone in 
the world is aware of the first event, the COVID-19 Pandemic. The second remarkable 
event is that our political leaders ordered us (except essential workers) to shelter in 
place. In spite of this being inconvenient for most, we listened and responded. This 
speaks to our ability to do what is necessary for the greater good. 

The final event is that we learned what would happen if a most of our vehicles 
disappeared from the highway – our air became much cleaner. In my home state 
(California) the pollution from our large cities on the coast is normally blown inland by the 
frequent on-shore winds and settles in valleys. The largest city in our Central Valley is 
Sacramento, and an article referenced here1 describes the results – clean air. 

Going forward how we deal with climate change will depend on both economics and 
civic responsibility. This paper will explore how we will evolve from using fossil fuels for 
three applications: electric generation, mobility and industrial chemicals, and describe 
how these two forces might play a part. 

2. The Price of Petroleum 
The price of petroleum is cyclical, but even before the pandemic, it was at historical 
lows. I’ve noted lately it is even lower. Below is the weekly price per barrel of West 
Texas Intermediate (WTI) Oil for roughly the last six months. This makes it tough for 
firms trying to displace petroleum-based products. However once normality returns, it is 
assumed the price of oil will rebound. And then there are the ongoing programs that will 
further increase this price: in California and a few other states these are our Cap and 
Trade Programs. In other states perhaps a greenhouse gas (GHG) tax. For a reasonable 
description of both, see section 3 of an earlier post linked below. 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/path-net-zero-%E2%80%93-part-2-rev-b  

 

                                                 
1 Rob Carlmark, “ABC10, Silver linings: Air quality best in a decade in Northern California”, April 10, 

2020, https://www.abc10.com/article/weather/silver-linings-air-quality-best-in-a-decade-in-northern-

california/103-c4273d3d-0582-4be5-a077-43b6c38ae5f0  
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3. Generation 
California (and other states) have goals is to have zero GHG content in our electric 
energy (net zero) by the end of 2045. There are only two ways of doing this: eliminate all 
petroleum-fueled generation (including geologic-sourced natural gas), and/or use 
negative (GHG) emission technology. The latter technology also requires greenhouse 
gas sequestration, which is currently only used at large scales in enhanced petroleum 
recovery projects. Thus the main contributor to net zero will probably need to be 
replacing all petroleum-fueled generation with renewables. 

4. Transportation 
One major user of petroleum is transportation. I’ve written on this extensively in the past. 
The solution to this is electrification and very low GHG fuel. Links to my two most recent 
and relevant posts on ground transportation, and my one post each on air transportation 
and nautical transportation are below. 

https://energycentral.com/c/ec/big-electric-trucks-little-e-trucks-charging-buses 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/ev-update-2019 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/flying-cathodes-and-anodes-everywhere 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/floating-anodes-and-cathodes  

In this section we will look at two alternative incentives for reducing the amount of 
petroleum we (the world’s economies) use for transportation: (1) our inclination to do 
what is necessary for the greater good and (2) economics. 

4.1. The Common Good – Air and Ocean 
Advances in technology already enable a great reduction of air and marine transport. 
The subsections below will examine how this might be done. Our current pandemic has 
already resulted in a major reduction in air transport for business and pleasure, and this 
will accelerate the technologies described below. 

4.1.1. Business Meetings 

The positions I worked in (for several companies including Landis & Gyr / Siemens) were 
frequently related to marketing, and part of my responsibilities were attending “industry 
conferences”. Every chance I got, I commented on what huge time and money wasters 
these were. I and many others needed to fly a long distance, spend a day or two setting 
up our booth and training; a day or two manning our booth and attending meetings; tear 
the booth down, and fly back. 

At other times there were shorter customer meeting that also required flying, hotels, etc.  

The technology has existed for virtual-meetings for at least a three decades. Towards 
the beginning of this time, I was involved with a project with a major North-Slope oil 
company, but I didn’t go there. I flew into Anchorage, where their Alaskan Headquarters 
were, and we had the meetings via a state-of-the-art video conference system in a 
dedicated video-conference center. Although I’m sure this system cost a fortune (in the 
early 90s), the results were amazing. I’m sure current technology is even more amazing, 
and much more cost effective. 

The technology exists to have very effective virtual industry conferences that would be 
much more effective and economical than real conferences. Ditto, normal customer 

https://energycentral.com/c/ec/big-electric-trucks-little-e-trucks-charging-buses
https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/ev-update-2019
https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/flying-cathodes-and-anodes-everywhere
https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/floating-anodes-and-cathodes
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meetings. So why do business-people fly so much. Well, most don’t now, and maybe 
this will bootstrap some technology and reboot some minds into accepting this as the 
new normal. 

4.1.2. Virtual Vacations 

You can also virtualize vacations. Tour guides at destination can use video to tour major 
sites, local ethnic restaurants can cater vacations. Virtual vacationers can stay in a 
close-by hotel that is outfitted with multiple large video-conferencing. To provide some 
“atmosphere”, in-hotel dining and guest rooms can duplicate the atmosphere of the 
destination. 

Sorry airlines. 

4.1.3. Cruising, Not 

Let’s see, put a few thousand people on a really big ship, where many of these people 
are elderly and in poor health. A pandemic comes along with a disease that is especially 
devastating to the elderly that are in poor health. Oh yes, two other factors: (1) this 
particular disease started in China (citizens of that country love to travel), and (2) it’s 
possible to have asymptomatic people to spread the disease wide and far before the 
authorities even know it exists. What could possibly go wrong? 

Regarding the second factor:  

SAN FRANCISCO — Weeks before there was evidence that the coronavirus was 
spreading in U.S. communities, Patricia Dowd, a 57-year-old auditor at a Silicon Valley 
semiconductor manufacturer, developed flulike symptoms and abruptly died in her San 
Jose kitchen, triggering a search for what had killed her. Flu tests were negative. The 
coroner was baffled. It appeared that she had suffered a massive heart attack. 

But tissue samples from Ms. Dowd, who died on Feb. 6, have now shown that she was 
infected with the coronavirus — a startling discovery that has rewritten the timeline of the 
virus’s early spread in the United States and suggests that the optimistic assumptions 
that drove federal policies over the early weeks of the outbreak were misplaced. 

The unexpected new finding makes clear that the virus was circulating in the Bay Area of 
California as early as January, even before the federal government began restricting 
travel from China on Feb. 2. It also raises new questions about where else the virus 
might have been spreading undetected.2 

Not only did the ensuing events thoroughly nuke the Cruise-line Industry, I would expect 
that they have very little chance to recover given the really bad things that happened to 
them and their passengers during the early days of the pandemic. As I write this some 
cruise lines say they will attempt to restart their industry this summer – good luck. 

A virtual cruise similar to the virtual vacation described above may be a reasonable 
alternative. They can even have these using the cruise-ships, permanently-docked, for 
accommodations and some meals. I would guess these ships will be really cheap 
shortly, and fuel-costs will be greatly reduced (hey, lower GHG). 

                                                 
2 Thomas Fuller, Mike Baker, Shawn Hubler and Sheri Fink, New York Times, April 22, 2020, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/22/us/santa-clara-county-coronavirus-death.html  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/22/us/santa-clara-county-coronavirus-death.html
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By the way, a few days ago (as I’m writing this) three cruise ships docked in the San 
Francisco Bay.3  

Three cruise ships … will dock at the Port of Oakland for several months, officials said 
Friday. 

The Oakland-bound Norwegian Cruise Line vessels will arrive in the San Francisco Bay 
Area this weekend… 

Officials said the cruise liner reached out to them after the U.S. government banned 
cruise operations at U.S. ports during the coronavirus pandemic. 

“These ships are under federal requirements to report health concerns, and we 
understand that they haven’t had a history of coronavirus, so we’ll do what we can to 
help,” said Port of Oakland Executive Director Danny Wan. 

4.1.4. Do we get Virtual or Augmented? 

I wrote the above subsections well before I am writing this one. I came across an article 
in the February Scientific American on the latest status of Augmented Reality. Although 
this has not been in headlines lately, it has been making steady progress, with a number 
of start-ups (Ubiquity6 in San Francisco and Sturfee in Milpitas, CA), and the major 
player that started this technology (Microsoft with the HoloLens in 2016). Since I’m 
running out of words, I will describe where this might end up for virtual meetings. 

Business Meetings: You go into a specialized conference center, and are escorted to a 
conference room, several other local colleagues are already there, and several more 
associates filter in over the next few minutes. The conference room has a rather strange 
shape: a tall rectangle with a semicircular end. At the appointed time for the conference, 
the lights dim and the conference room expands to show all of the other participants 
from all over the U.S. They are rendered by a VR system to be seated at a virtual 
conference table that is an extension of your table. Over them is a large three-
dimensional viewing area for the presentation and demonstration… 

Virtual Vacation: You and your significant other check into a Swiss Hotel, except it’s in 
downtown San Francisco. The desk clerk and other employees speak with a slight 
Germanic accent. The interior is copied from a hotel in Zurich. Your room is also copied 
from this same hotel. After a delicious dinner, you go on your first tour. In a VR 
conference room you meet all of the other tourists (some in other U.S. locations) and 
your tour-guide (who is in Switzerland). The tour will cover the mountains in the Swiss 
Alps. The tour guide is in the foreground, and the spectacular scenery is in the 
background. After describing several major peaks and history (with these in the 
background), the guide says “Now we are going for little flight to see the most famous 
mountain. Suddenly the “window” at the end a of the room shows that you are slowly 
ascending. As your virtual airship gains altitude you hear and feel the motors rev up and 
it accelerates over the mountains, until you see the most famous of all… 

                                                 
3 By Associated Press, Wire Service Content via US News, “3 Cruise Ships Carrying Only Crew to Dock at 

Port of Oakland, May 8. 2020, https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/california/articles/2020-05-08/3-

cruise-ships-carrying-only-crew-to-dock-at-port-of-oakland  

https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/california/articles/2020-05-08/3-cruise-ships-carrying-only-crew-to-dock-at-port-of-oakland
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/california/articles/2020-05-08/3-cruise-ships-carrying-only-crew-to-dock-at-port-of-oakland
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4.2. Economics 
The technology exists to keep airlines flying and cruise-ships cruising with very low GHG 
already exists (see the posts linked at the beginning of this section), it’s just expensive. 
Of course so are the premiums that will be paid for petroleum-based fuels under cap and 
trade and carbon tax regulations. One way or the other the cost of flying and cruising will 
be more expensive, and businesses and consumers will use the services of these 
transports less. Also the technology for making these transports low- to very-low-GHG 
will improve over time, decreasing this cost, and the petro-only fuel will become 
increasing more expensive, causing the volume of the former to increase and the latter 
to diminish.  

4.3. Hybrid 
In the real world of the future, a combination of subsection 4.1 and 4.2 will probably be 
what happens, and there will be an ebb and flow in these two markets. The important 
thing is that reduced GHG (and mitigated damage from climate change) will happen. 

5. Industrial Chemicals & Plastic 
Petroleum is currently a major component in our economy. In the above mobility-related 
applications it is the dominant source of energy. It is also the major source of feedstock 
for most things made from chemicals. This includes many substances grouped under the 
general category of “plastics.” These not only include containers, structural applications 
(siding, interior fixtures, windows, car bodies, etc.), electric wire insulation, pipes, but 
also materials you might not think of as “plastic,” like many fabrics, wood-plastic 
composites, furniture, playground fixtures, carpet, and tape. 

Also, when you set down to a balanced meal of meat and vegetables, consider that both 
require plants to produce. Plants require fertilizer, and most fertilizer comes from petro-
chemicals.  

The sections below will explore both of these classes of components. 

5.1. “One Word, Plastics” 
For many readers that are not as old as I am, the title of this subsection makes little 
sense. For older readers, perhaps it does. For all, read the last lines of this post. 

The manufacturing of plastics is a major user of petroleum products and thus potentially 
GHG (if plastics are incinerated). More importantly, plastics are a major direct source of 
pollution of the environment. The major pathway to mitigate both of these issues is 
increased recycling. The subsections below explore this subject. 

5.1.1. Not All Plastic is Created (or Recreated) Equally 

The text below is from an excellent article referenced here.4 

                                                 
4 Scott Snowden, Forbes, “New Enzyme Breaks Down Plastic In Hours And Enables High-Quality 

Recycling”, April 11, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottsnowden/2020/04/11/new-enzyme-breaks-

down-plastic-in-hours/#135c1e5e4ef0  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottsnowden/2020/04/11/new-enzyme-breaks-down-plastic-in-hours/#135c1e5e4ef0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottsnowden/2020/04/11/new-enzyme-breaks-down-plastic-in-hours/#135c1e5e4ef0
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Scientists have created a mutant bacterial enzyme that not only breaks down plastic 
bottles in hours, but the leftover material is good enough to be recycled into high-quality 
new bottles.  

Existing technology only produces recycled plastic that can be used for certain items, 
like sweaters, sleeping bags, jacket insulation and even carpets. 

However, the optimized enzyme – that was first discovered in a compost heap of leaves 
eight years ago – was able to reduce the plastic bottles to simple chemical [compounds] 
that can be efficiently reprocessed into new, food-grade plastic. 

The French company behind the discovery, Carbios, says it is aiming for industrial-scale 
recycling within five years and it has partnered with major companies including Pepsi, 
Nestle and L’Oréal to further advance research and development. 

Plastic water and soft drink bottles are made from a petroleum product called 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which requires giant amounts of fossil fuels to make 
and transport. The production of bottled water uses 17 million barrels of oil a year. That’s 
slightly more than it would take to fill one million cars a year with fuel… 

According to the EPA, Americans recycle less than 10 percent of the plastics they've 
used. This isn't just down to laziness, many plastics simply cannot be effectively 
recycled. Even the most suitable plastic is only recycled at a rate of 20-30%, with the 
rest typically going to incinerators or landfills… 

5.1.2. Interim Solution 

The interim solution is increased recycling. The increasing price of petroleum will drive 
this to some extent, as will an increasing CRV for plastic beverage containers. CRV 
means California Redemption Value in my state – I don’t know if this acronym is used in 
other states and what it means there (container redemption value?).  

Another acronym in the recycling industry is MRF. This means materials recovery 
facility, materials reclamation facility, materials recycling facility or multi re-use facility. 
Wikipedia has a good article on these referenced here.5  

MRFs are where recycled material make one of their first stops (waste haulers may 
perform the initial sorting). Some factoids from the above referenced article. 

 There are over 300 MRFs in the U.S. The total market size is estimated at $6.6 
billion as of 2019. 

 In 2018, a survey in the Northeast United States found that the processing cost 
per ton was $82, versus a value of around $45 per ton. Composition of the ton 
included 28% mixed paper and 24% old corrugated containers. 

 A mixed-stream MRF recovers between 5% and 45% of the incoming material as 
recyclables 

In my home-town (Livermore, CA) we have curb-side mixed stream recycling (three 
containers: mixed-stream recyclables, organic recyclables, and trash going to the land-
fill. The formula for increasing plastic recycling is clear – increase the CRV for plastic 

                                                 
5 Wikipedia article on “Materials recovery facility”, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Materials_recovery_facility  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Materials_recovery_facility
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bottles. But the recyclers of the bottles get paid different percentages of this depending 
how effectively they recycle the bottles and reduce carbon emissions. 

5.2. Renewable Energy Chemicals 
A victorious battle in the “renewable revolution” is renewable energy. I write about this 
frequently, so I will not bore you with any more comments, except to say that there is 
plenty of renewable electricity today, and there will be much more in the future. But how 
do we turn electricity into chemicals. We can do this, and one of our main inputs to this 
process is carbon dioxide (CO2, got plenty of that) and nitrogen (ditto, as it is the major 
constituent of air). 

When I had pretty much finished this post, I received my latest web-edition of “Science”, 
This had an article with two examples of the process mentioned in the above paragraph. 
This is briefly described below, with a link to an open version of this article here.6 

5.2.1. Making Plastic Precursor-Chemicals 

Turning CO2 into hydrocarbons like ethanol and ethylene (major plastic manufacturing 
feedstock) just requires energy to permit it to steal hydrogen atoms from water. The 
reactions take place in electrolyzers, which consist of two electrodes separated by a 
liquid electrolyte. At one electrode, the anode, water splits into oxygen, electrons, and 
hydrogen ions (protons). The protons then migrate through the electrolyte to the 
cathode, where they react with CO2, which is fed in separately, to make the 
hydrocarbons. 

Current electrolyzer cathodes usually consist of a 3D carbon mesh dotted with copper 
catalyst particles. Their design allows CO2 gas that enters the mesh to interact with all 
the catalyst particles simultaneously. One side of the mesh is also in contact with the 
liquid electrolyte, transfers protons from the anode. But water in the electrolyte can also 
infiltrate the pores, blocking CO2 gas from reaching the catalyst particles. 

Coating the electrode with a water-repellent fluorinated polymer and other improvements 
have resulted in electrolyzers that efficiently convert electricity into hydrocarbons. But 
only about 40% of the product compounds have two carbon atoms, as ethylene and 
ethanol do. Much of the rest is methane (a.k.a. natural gas), which has one carbon atom 
and is less valuable. 

Now, researchers at Xiamen University, Fujian, China, report that adding fluorine to the 
standard copper catalyst on their gas diffusion electrode changes the pathway of the 
reactions, so that up to 85% of the resulting products are valuable two-carbon-atom 
compounds. This design can also handle 1600 milliamps of current per square 
centimeter of catalyst, twice the throughput of the previous record holder. 

5.2.2. Making Fertilizer 

In the US as of 2019, approximately 88% of ammonia was used as fertilizers either as its 
salts, solutions or anhydrously. When applied to soil, it helps provide increased yields of 

                                                 
6 Robert F. Service, Science, “Making commodity chemicals requires fossil fuels. New devices could do it 

with renewables”, May 4, 2020, https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/making-commodity-

chemicals-requires-fossil-fuels-new-devices-could-do-it-renewables  

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/making-commodity-chemicals-requires-fossil-fuels-new-devices-could-do-it-renewables
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/making-commodity-chemicals-requires-fossil-fuels-new-devices-could-do-it-renewables
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crops such as corn and wheat. 30% of agricultural nitrogen applied in the US is in the 
form of anhydrous ammonia. Worldwide 110 million tonnes are applied each year.7 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology reported parallel improvements in an 
electrochemical process for making ammonia (NH3) using nitrogen (N2) from air and 
hydrogen (H2). The H2, made by splitting water in a separate cell, is fed into a second 
electrolyzer, where it splits into protons and electrons at the anode. The protons pass 
through a liquid electrolyte made of an organic solvent that includes lithium to speed 
transfer of hydrogen to nitrogen. At the cathode, a three-step chemical process takes 
place: Piped-in N2 splits into individual nitrogen atoms, which react with the lithium to 
make lithium nitride. The lithium nitride then reacts with protons and electrons coming 
from the anode to make NH3 and regenerate the lithium. A stainless steel mesh is used 
for the cathode. This repels the organic electrolyte and allows N2 in. 

One word, plastics: From “The Graduate” – in an early scene where the title character 
(Dustin Hoffman) was at a party, Mr. McGuire took him aside, and uttered this line. 

                                                 
7 Wikipedia article on Ammonia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia

